from the other room
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I
I can hear their voices in the next room to my own breathing slowed down in the cold drips of snot covering
the outside winds building
seeping under the exits my ears red prickling
tingling
spiking the shivers
growing into words of eight-hour days becoming shorter weeks now months of episode after season after
mealtimes ranging from liquids in solid form of a minute
by minute schedule yet always in the room with the
window that does not close to the three layers of blankets covering the escaping chimes of endless
boundless
bottomless voices from the other
room.

II
He knows I’m listening to the other voices in the other room his space drenched wet with dark flashes
springing
jumping
climbing alone sucked into the wind around sharing the atmosphere we both feel its
slivers inside slivers outside the house shades the beaded eyes stare alone in the grass swaying mismatched
lengths of delirious plates upon plates upon square feet of moon high in the sky staring back onto the
jewelled
sequinned
shining twitches below a familiar look out of the framed reflection of the animal roaming
animal lying both together without knowledge without similarity without each other physically except two
gems the same gems matching gems with layers of material facing layers of the outside the trust shared
from
the
other
room.

III
I’ve left the voices in the rooms hiding the chitter
the chatter the constant talk of confinement within
the four solid walls extending to the green overcoming my mind creating images of strangers passing
without a look to see if friend
if foe
if something wasn’t shaping a constant fear of walking down the
path of familiarity walking up to the same figure in the dark
the same figure in the confusion of
placement without the plasterboard and the tapping on the roof covering a safe comfortability the laneway
provides freedom to feel the particles that weren’t created
weren’t living
weren’t breathing from
the other
room.

IV
Solidarity of quietness from the room without my body lying on the scratched
scraped
scored material of
luxury distance from the time I read I felt I wanted to forget to move without thought of saltwater dripping
leaking
bleeding
spilling
from the images of the
street next the street beside me I felt the rake on my palm the smooth surface of forest outside the concrete
lines moving in directionless circles directionless feelings of droplets of leaves from a warmth without
knowledge of the hissing wind knowledge of returning back without the curves of branches I can see I wish
to feel
from
the
other
room.

